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Proposed budget hikes tuition
Beals also stressed tnat the budget
proposal includes no increase in fees
for campus housing.

By Tom Koontz
The UPS budget for 1986-87 was
presented to students Tuesday, in-

University of Puget Sound Budget 198617
(Thousands of dollars)

cluding a proposed 8.9 percent increase in tuition over last year. The
$620 jump is part of the university's
overall revenue increase of 4.7 percent above that of the 1985-86

Revenues
Endowment Income 795
Investment Income 660

fair compensation increase. It's
nothing more than a cost of living increase and promotions; it's basic, in
their contracts."
"This increase is fair because faculty suffered a loss of purchasing power
in past years," added Davis.
Tim Beals, another task force student member, noted that 70 percent
of the tuition increase would go
directly toward staff and faculty compensation.
"In essence, what you're paying for

UPS Financial Vice President Ray
Bell noted that some costs are bein
cut to provide more money
"One way we are trying to reduk
costs is through our energy conserv,
tion program," he said "The con.
plete renovation of the energy system

Unrestricted Gifts 715
Other University Programs 1,344

Thomas Davis, the dean of the university "Tuition increases must be
greater than inflation if we are to

equipment
"The first priority was to have a fair
increase for staff and faculty," said
Johnson. "We felt it was a major
priority to give the faculty and staff a

much like in the Snack Bar). This
change is a result of the SUB renovation

Tuition $19,261

budget.
"The quality of UPS programs is
more important than saving the
greatest amount of money," said

make improvements."
According to Corey Johnson, a
Budget Task Force student member,
the increased revenues will result in
higher staff and faculty compensation, more available financial aid, and
funding for library books and science

As for food services, the current
system will be replaced by an "A lo
carte" system (food items would be
purchased on an individual basis

Miscellaneous Revenue 491

Expenses

a few years ago caused us to borrow
money, but once that debt is paid off
(within about four years), that money
will be available for other uses.
"Also," he continued, "the loans on
some of the houses were refinanced

Faculty & Staff
Compensation $14,941
Operating Expenses
Academic & Student 2,025
Recruiting & Fund Raising 839
Utilities 928

to cut down on interest costs."
Bell mentioned that the idea of
replacing Plant Department with
private contractors has been con-

Buildings & Equipment 574
Debt Service 434
All Other 703
Financial Aid 2,822

sidered, but it was not perceived to
be in the University's best interest.
In closing, Bell encouraged
students to give their opinions about
the proposed budget to President

is the quality of the professors that
you get," said Beals.
As a result of the increased
revenues, more money will be
available for financial aid.
"UPS is committed to increasing
the budget pool for financial aid
significantly," said Gail Lehman of

Phillip Phibbs.
"If you have concerns about financial aid, see somebody in the Financial Aid Office. If you have reactions
or comments to give to the president
before he takes the budget to the
board of trustees in 10 days, call his
office and make an appointment to
see him."

the Office of Financial Aid.
"The expenditure for financial aid
is increasing by aproximately 11 5
percent over last year," said Beals
"The increased amount of aid
available is going to help more people and it will also help some people
to a greater degree [than this year] "

ASUPS services vie for budget pie
The first phase consists of organizations submitting their budget requests

Student Programs (42°/°)
Student programs offer something

who also serves as the chair person,
the Director of Business Services and
the General Manager who both serve

to the budget committee. The committee in turn meets with a representative from each organization. After
the interviews are completed, the
committee begins to balance the
budget while still trying to fund each
organization as nearly to what is
needed as possible. Once the budget
has been set, a copy is sent to each
organization. Finally, the budget
goes to the senate for review where

as ex-officio members. The budget
committee allocates funds following
guidelines they propose and are approved by the senate. The revenue
for the budget is calculated by taking
an estimated student count from the
registrar's office multiplied by the

each part of the budget must be
voted on separately. A representative
from each organization must also be
present at this budget hearing. If a
particular part of the budget does not
pass it is returned to the committee
for further review and then the ap-

to everyone at UPS. Programs range
from Campus Films, Special Events,
Showcase, Dances, and Lectures, to
Cultural Events, Parent's Weekend
and more Through the budget process, these programs receive funding
that helps cover their costs and
enables them to cater to the varied
interests of students at UPS. An example of this is the discounts offered
by Tours and Travel for their spring
break trip to Sun Valley.

student fee.

proval process begins again.

By Mary Lou Hill
This year the ASUPS budget process will begin in mid-March. The
time-consuming process of balancing
a budget of over $250,000 is done by
the Budget Committee. This committee is composed of two students at
large, two senators, the ASUPS
president, the ASUPS vice-president

are made bigger and better. During
the budget process, organizations are

See PIE page 2

YOUR DOLLARS AT WORK:
S,PS

($2 7 00)

Clubs (27°/°)
Clubs that obtain funding through
ASUPS are varied in purpose and
organization. Because of the funding

WHERE YOUR
$100.00 STUDENT FEIE
GOES.

provided through the budget process
events such as Hui-o-Hawaii's Luau
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PHIBBS HOSPITALIZED
Piesidont Phibbs WJS admitted into Tacoma General last Thursday,
January (). Surgery was done to remove a fragment, broken off of a lower
disc that had been pushing on a nerve. Phibbs returned to his house Sunday
And is currently resting at home. He is visited twice a day by his secretary so
he can continue his work
ANGELOU SPEAKS FOR BLACKS AND WOMEN
Maya Angelou, best-selling author of "I Know Why the Caged Bird
Sings," will speak on education and black and women's issues tonight in the
Fieldhouse at 8 pm Her lecture will coincide with Black History Month.
lickets are available at the Info booth and at the door.

BOARD OFFERS AWARDS
UPS Mortar Board, the national senior honor society, is sponsoring an
outstanding underclassman award for one freshman, sophomore, junior and
outstanding faculty member. Nomination forms are available in the info
booth until February 11. Awards will be presented during National Mortar

.

asked what they do for the student
body as a whole. This has directly increased the number of free lectures
and seminars available to UPS
students.
Clubs are budgeted through a matching funds program. After the committee reviews the orgnaization's
budget request, a representative from
that organization meets with the
Budget Committee. The committee
then must decide which are vital
items on the request and which are
not. The funds are allocated on a
vital-item basis with half the vital
amount provided by ASUPS and
the other half made up by the matching funds. Matching funds mean
that an organization can raise their
own revenue and to a predetermined
and budgeted amount the ASUPS will
match what they have raised.
ASUPS Services and Personnel (27 0 / 0 )
This share of the students' fees are

THE GOLDEN LION

A TAXING ADVENTURE
If April 15 is coming at you too fast, there may be a light just over the adding machine. Alpha Kappa Psi will provide income tax assistance Monday
nights from 7-9 pm. Several members of the fraternity have been trained by
the IRS and will run the free program in the McCormick Room of the library,
February 10 to April 14.
TV DISTORTS THE PRESS
On Tuesday, February 11, at 8 pm, Harmon Zeigler, the Philip M. Phibbs
Distinguished Professor in American Politics at UPS, will present his
analysis of "American Politics in the Media Age."
According to Zeigler, Americans now get most of their information about
politics from television and TV news is our most trusted source of information. But he claims that television presents a distorted vision of politics by
focusing upon charismatic personalities, dramatic or violent events, and
scandal.
The free public address is in Kilworth Chapel
AID INSTEAD OF A TAN?
Applications for financial aid for the summer, 1986, are now available in
Office of Financial Aid and Scholarships, Jones Hall, Room 106.
-.tar:lents must complete the following forms to be considered for financial
lid during the summer term:
1 Summer 1986 Financial Aid Application - priority deadline March 3,
986.
2 1986 Financial Aid Form (FAF) -priority deadline March 31, 1986.
UPS Continuing Student Application for Financial Assistance (AFA) priority deadline March 3, 1986
e

Priority consideration will be given to students who meet all of the above
priority deadlines Students may be considered for work-study employment
even if they will not be enrolled summer term. Contact the Office of Financia! Aid and Scholarships for more information and an application.

and KUPS. Besides the opportunities
students have who participate in the
production of these media, the media
benefits the entire university community. Student involvement in these
programs has continued to increase.
The media budget is shaped in part
by the revenue incentive program.
This stipulates that a certain dollar
amount of revenue is to be raised by
the media and will be matched by the
ASUPS. If the media raises money
over this amount, the excess is theirs
to use for whatever improvements or
programs they want to initiate.

MI=

Board week, February 17-21.

Its not a treck through the jungle and its not a treasure hunt. University
Opera Company presents The Golden Lion Friday and Saturday, February 7
and 8 at Jacobson Recital Hall at 8 pm. Tickets are $3 at Inside Theatre Box
Office. For more information call x3523.

returned to them through such services as the Connections office, the
Publicity office, Information booth,
Tattler, International I.D. cards,
refrigerator rental, the use of the
ASUPS van and more. Also included
under this heading are the salaries of
the media advisor, receptionist, selfloan assistant, and senate expenses.
Media (27 ° / ° )
The media includes the Trail,
Tamanawas, Crosscurrents Review,
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WATCH

Compiled by Heather Wyse
The Canadian dollar fell below 70 U.S. cents for the first time ever yester
day, making it even cheaper for Americans to visit their northern neighbors
If the Canadian currency continues to fall, a visit to Expo '86 may turn out
to be a bigger bargain than expected. Yet, at the same time, a cheaper
Canadian dollar means that Canadian imports especially lumber, cost less
here and will make it harder for Washington timber companies to compete

President Reagan urged Republicans and Democrats to unite in an effort to
control government spending. In his annual televised State of the Union
Message to Congress, Reagan singled out support of the American family as a
major theme, citing the family as the "moral core" of a restoration of the
American nation's confidence in the future.
Democratic leaders urged voters to focus on the policies of the Reagan Administration, not the personal popularity of the President The Democrats accused him of being responsible for record budget and trade deficits the
slumping farm economy, and the loss of jobs to foreign competition
-The space defense research effort is the biggest single program in President
Reagan's weapons budget for the first time, according to documents the Pentagon sent to Congress. The proposal includes a $4.8 billion appropriation
sought for the anti-missile research program.
NASA said a faulty booster rocket may have caused last week's shuttle
explosion.
The space agency said newly released films of the explosion show a
blowtorch-like plume of flame jetting from the shuttle Challenger's flight
booster rocket just before the blast. NASA officals, however, still weren't
saying flatly that it was the plume that ignited the orbiter's main tank of liquid fuel NASA's acting administrator said in appearances on the three
major TV networks that the two solid fuel boosters didn't display basic
design flaws on earlier missions. He said any such problem could quickly
be corrected

DEBATERS LEAVE YOU SPEECHLESS
The UPS debate squad finished third at the Willamette Forensics tournament February 1 and 2 behind Whitman and the University of Oregon
Several competitors contributed to the overall team finish. Senior debate
team, Glenn Kuper and Krista Goldstine finished second in debate competition. Kuper also finished fourth in senior extemporaneous speaking.
Goldstine finished third in senior speech to entertain, third in senior legal
advocacy and fourth in senior expository speaking.
Ian Northrip finished fourth in junior impromptu. And freshman Jennifer
Verive took first place in junior expository speaking.
Northrip paired up with Korey Johnson in senior U-'ate. Verive paired up
with Heidi Van Well in senior debate. Amy Patee competed in junior interpretation. Will lbershof competed in junior extemp and impromptu.
The team is competing under the direction of Professor David Droge this
semester.

Haitian trooas killed at least 50 people last weekend, sources said.
The hospital sources in Port-au-Prince said about 100 others were injured
in looting and violence linked to week-long demonstrations against
President-for-life Jean-Claude Duvalier. On Friday, Duvalier declared a
30-day state of siege to quell the anti-government rioting, which is expected
to continue. The declaration followed an erroneous White House report that
Duvalier's government had collapsed.
Muammar Quadhafi has opened a two-day conference of radical Arab
groups in Tripoli with a call for them to intensify their "struggle against imperialism" in Europe and the United States, according to a Palestinian participant. He said Palestinians at the meeting rejected what they considered
to be the Libyan leader's call for more violence in response to Washington's
imposition of sanctions against Tripoli.
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Bovingdon blasts
Senate liaison neglect
By Tom Koontz
"You may see one of the more interesting Senate meetings of the
term," chairman Ted Buck told the
large audience gathered in the SUB
lounge for Tuesday's Senate meeting.
The crowd was mostly gathered for
the Budget Task Force's presentation
of the proposed 1986-87 budget (see
BUDGET, page 1 ), but the Senate
meeting provided enough excitement
to keep everyone interested.
In open forum, Senator Steve Boyingdon levelled an attack on several
fellow members for neglecting their
responsibilities
"I called around to some of the
Residence Halls, and I was appalled,"
said Bovingdon. "Todd Hall,
Regester, the Chalets, and the
A-Frames don't seem to have had any
liaison meeting since the (Senate)
elections. Some of them don't even
have liaison information boards
posted. In other Residence Halls, the
information on the liaison boards is a
month or two months old. To me,
that's kind of disgusting!

When asked about her liaison, Sue
Schindele, Regester Hall coordinator,
said, "I have not seen this person, I
don't know who he is. He has never
held a liaison meeting that I'm aware
of, and the liaison board hasn't been
updated since November." Greg
Coyle is the Senate liaison for
Regester.
"To tell you the truth, I don't know
who my Senate liaison is," said Dave
Lawrenson, Todd Hall coordinator. "I
know he's been in the hall twice—once
to put up the liaison board and once
to update it Other than that, there
have been no liaison meetings." Jeff
Myers is responsible for the Todd Hall
liaison.
Senate Chairman Ted Buck warned
the senators, "I will be putting some
heat on your tail end."
Buck said he would let more people keep track of when and where the
liaisons are supposed to meet with
students. He suggested placing committee reports and liaison meetings in
the Trail to hold senators accountable for these duties.
In other business, since there was
no provision in the current constitu-

"I have to ask
you — what the
hell are you
doing at this
table?"
Steve Bovingdon
"The liaison is your primary contact with the students," he continued.
"That's why we're here. When we
'blow off' those liaisons, which is
what some people seem to be doing, I
have to ask you—what the hell are you
doing at this table? You're obviously
apathetic, you don't give a damn
about what the students are thinking."
Bovingdon challenged the senators
not to vote against the proposed
House of Representatives/Student
Forum if they don't even attend their
own liaison meetings.
"Being a liaison is the most time
consuming and important responsibility of a senator. When you don't
do that, you're failing as a senator.
"Hey folks, that's not acceptable—
it's ridiculous and absurd. Let's
change things," he concluded.
Apparently not taking the criticism
seriously, the audience and Senate
burst into applause, as if Bovingdon
had just received an award.
The Trail investigated Bovingdon's
remarks about some of the named
residence halls, and the results were
stunning.
"We've never had liaison meetings
here," said Jennifer Drake, head R.A.
for the Chalets, "but that's because I
recommended our Senate liaison not
to. There's not enough interest; people don't come to them. However,
the liaison board hasn't even been
posted yet." Paul Lower holds liaison
duties for the Chalets.

tion for filling a vacant Senate seat,
the Senate followed the procedure
established in the previous constitution. The president was empowered
to nominate a candidate, whose appointment was contingent on a threefourths approval by the Senate. The
term is to last until October.
The amendment passed by a 12-3
vote, with Paul Lower, Jeff Myers, and
Rob Beezer casting the nay votes.
ASUPS President Mike Brown then
announced his nominations for three
positions, which were approved by
the Senate.
Lorelee Parker was approved as
senator, replacing Mark Holden, who
is in London.
Jennifer Moore was approved as
the new member of the Student
Media Board, a position that will last
for two years.
Stephanie West was approved as a
new member to the Curriculum Committee.
In Brown's report from the Faculty
Senate, he mentioned possible
changes in the academic calendar.
"One of the considerations," he
said, "is to make the Wednesday
before Thanksgiving also a holiday,
largely as a day for travel. There is
some concern, however, that some
students would then make the entire
week a vacation."
See SENATE page 4

UPS
is hot -the word
is out
By Heather Wyse
Three stars, three telephones and
three dots.. is that what UPS is cracked up to be? According to the Selective Guide to Colleges, that is exactly
how UPS ranks against 291 other top
colleges and universities.

"The campus is like an island
of beauty — and I'm totally
serious," claims one sophomore
in Fiske's guide.
Compiled by Edward B. Fiske,
education editor of The New York
Times, the Selective Guide to Colleges
is the most highly regarded guide for
the college-bound. It is this guide,
that for the first time in the three editions, has placed UPS among the top
10 percent of the nation's universities.
On a rating scale of one to five,
UPS was rated a "three" on its
academic areas, social life and quality of living. Academically, the University was judged on overall climate of
the institution, including the
seriousness of students and faculty,
the level of teaching and research,
facilities such as the library and the
accessability of professors to
students.
Many UPS students consider
themselves goal-oriented and expect
to find a job upon graduation, many
chose UPS because of the opportunities it offered for "complete
growth and personal attention," Fiske
writes.
Primarily middle-to-upper-middleclass whites, the students are "exceed i ng y conservative., and
although they seem respectful of opposing opinions, beliefs, etc., they

never really seem to get too liberal
about anything in action "
UPS was judged based on surve ■
and questionnaires filled out by faculty, staff and 21 students. However
these evaluations are somewhat out
of-date in that ratings were set befor,
the installation of a Phi Beta Kapp,
Chapter
"Not all the data was in when the
questionnaires were completed," says
George Mills, Director of Admissions.
"With the addition of Phi Beta Kappa
we should have no problem rating
tour stars next year."
As well as academic program excellence in areas of offered majors,
undergraduate and professional
schools and study-abroad programs..
UPS' rank in social life also stands
with the best.
At one point, the guide gives views
of those who believe the relations
between Greeks and Independents
are "very good" and those who feel
separated by "a rift that does not promote friendship."
Believing that the confusion of rift
or no-rift is not bad publicity for UPS,
he defended the students' views.
"A difference of opinion is healthy
and promotes a fair evaluation of the
Greek system," says Mills. "I would
have also rated UPS' social life a four
(four phones). Our social life is different than that of the east, which
was basically judged on the quality of
parties. At UPS, students participate
in athletics, debate and other activities not involving alcohol, as part
of their social lives. I don't think this
was taken into account."
The quality of life (rated three dots)
See HOT page 16

Crimes on campus
1/27/86
8:53pm The wooden Pizza Cellar sign was taken by unknown
suspect(s). If you know anything about this theft, please call Security or the
Cellar.
1/29/86 11:15am A trespasser was referred to the Tacoma Police.
1/28/86 8:44pm A mirror was discovered missing and a picture was slashed in
a Residence Hall.
1/29/86 7:03am A custodian discovered a clock missing from Thompson Hall
1/30/86 8:00pm A visitor's wallet was taken from the Music Building. All contents, except for the cash, were recovered in a men's room in the Music
Building.
7:50pm Residence Hall residents fired bottle rockets at another
1/30/86
Residence Hall.
1/31/86 10:16am A student's wallet was taken from the Music Building.
1/31/86 6:51pm Suspect(s) broke a fire extinguisher case in the basement of
the Music Building and took the extinguisher. The suspect(s) must have cut
themselves in the process as blood was on the floor.
1/31/86 7:20pm A Security Patrolperson was confronted by a suspicious person.
1/31/86 10:30pm A fire hose was misused in a Residence Hall.
2/2/86 1:05am Non-students were trespassing in a Union Avenue Residence
*** Locking your room door at night when you're asleep, as well as when your
room is unattended can prevent crime. ***
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Neo Winterim considered at UPS
If you find yourself sitting around over Christmas break with little to occupy your time, then maybe you should consider participating in a "miniWinterim" program.
Many schools offer programs between semesters to give students the opportunity to try new things, to enjoy time around campus without the
pressure of classes, and to enrich their college experience.

Some possible ideas include massage techniques, Chinese cooking, folk
dancing, gourment dessert making, Trivial Pursuit tournaments, juggling,
first aid, fitness, tie — die, and skiing. This program would offer the opportunity for creativity and imagination. It would also allow people to use old
talents and develop new ones. This program would take place the week immediately preceeding spring semester.
This idea has already been discussed with The Dean of Students staff,
Residential Life, and Business Services. A proposal will be made to the student Senate by the end of February. In order to continue planning this program, however, your feedback is needed. Please fill out the interest survey
below and return it to the Information Booth by February 14.

The possibility of starting a similar program at UPS has been investigated.
I his program would consist of three or four days filled with innovative and
exciting workshops, seminars, lectures, demonstrations, etc., put on primarily by UPS students.

INTEREST SURVEY
What are some programming suggestions you would like to see included in

'low interested are you in this type of program?

this program?

moderately

erv much

not at all

Would you be willing to come back to school early for this program?
yes

Would you be interesting in working on a planning committee?
yes
no
If yes, please include your name, address, and phone number .

flO

How much would you be willing to pay for this opportunity?
-0-

over $30

$10-30

$5 — 10

I.

Senate

Would you be interested in leading or teaching a se s sion?
yes

Continued from page 3

no

If yes, please include your name, address, and phone number.

Additional comments:

S.

senators concurred that they didn't,
and Brown suggested concerned people should tell Phibbs their opinion.
In her report, ASUPS Vice President
Margi Dawson announced that the
upcoming elections would utilize
"real" polling booths once again She
noted that there would be more polls

so voters wouldn't have to wait in
long lines
Brown also said that President
Phibbs thinks students would like to
have a shorter Winter Break. The
Also of importance, Dawson
reminded the senators that the last
day for UPS clubs to turn in requests
for matching funds is fast approaching: March 15.

wit

1:0

OUR PIZZA TOPS 'EM ALL
DOUGH MADE FRESH DAILY
OUR OWN SPECIAL SAUCE RECIPE
100% REAL CHEESE
13 GREAT TASTING TOPPINGS
FREE DELIVERY, FRIENDLY SERVICE

GIVE YOURSELF A TREAT,
EXPERIENCE A BREWERY CITY PIZZA
TODAY

752-6000
1OFF
ANY 14"
OR

r
14" BREWMASTER
(Onions, Canadian Bacon, Pepperoni,
Mushrooms, Black olives, Sausage)

AND TWO SODAS FOR JUST
$999

16" PIZZA

t.itlycs
.4.' 51
9• EXPIRES 2/28/86

$2 0FF
A 16"PIZZA WITH
3 OR MORE TOPPINGS
PLUS TWO FREE SODAS
*Ay ,

41

NOT VALID WITH
ANY OTHER OFFERS

'4).

ta

EXPIRES 2/28/86
VALUE 1/20 CENT

NOT VALID WITH
ANY OTHER OFFERS

1(.

VALUE 1 /20 CENT

NOT VALID WITH
ANY OTHER OFFERS

"Zk.

a

EXPIRES 2/28/86
VALUE 1/20 CENT

FEATURES
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Tradition: the tie that binds
By Pa u l
The University of Washington has

its Husky; WAZZU has its cougar.
UPS has its Logger and it once had a
Color Post.
The Color Post was a four-sided
section of a fir or cedar tree, about
eight feet in length and 16 inches
wide at the base and 12 at the top.
According to information compiled
by John Alvord, Assistant Director of
the Annual Fund at UPS and a 1978
UPS graduate, the Color Post was
founded by the freshman class of
1916-1917 on the 6th and Sprague
Street campus.
A beloved tradition on campus for

"The Color Post idea came about
because students are more interested
in preserving traditions now than they
used to be. It seemed worthwhile,"
said Rick Stockstad, Director of UPS
Alumni Relations and a 1970

1319
1923
1927

Each year the entering freshman

1931
1935
1933
1341

would then ask the President of the
University if the candidates were
"qualified" to enter. Upon affirmation, representatives of the
graduating class of the previous spring would present the incoming class

Color Post was painted a different

forefront of life at UPS.

1911
191 5

class would stand outside the "gates"
of the Color Post. The ASB President

with its quadrant-each side of the

at UPS, or at least there is a possibility that it may find its way to the

1903
1907

The Color Post of the past was
definitely surrounded by tradition.

Associated Student Body, and entrance into the Alumni Association.

The Color Post has once again
found its way to the forefront of life

1899

graduate.

40 years, the Color Post symbolized
the beginning of membership in the

The Color Post mysteriously disappeared in the early 60's

1895

color and represented a different
academic discipline.
The incoming class was then addressed by the ASB President and
welcomed into the Associated
Students.
A ceremony was also held in con-

The Color Post is one of several
proposals by the 1986 Senior Class
Gift Committee to be presented to
the University as this year's senior
gift.

junction with graduation. With
another pass througf. the "gates" of
the Color Post, the graduating class
was welcomed into the Alumni
Association.

"Our idea is to use talent from our

"Things like the Color Post and

own ranks to create an updated,
'free-form' version of the Color Post -

Hatchet are an example of things that
bond people together and form some

actually a piece of sculpture-to be
placed in an honored spot on
campus," read a recent letter from
the Gift Committee to the Class of

common shared experience," said
Stockstad. "A lot of people appreciate those things, expecially the

1986.

older they get"

A 1943 photo of the Color Post which was situated on the West side of

1

Jones Hall.
"The senior gift is also important
because it makes students aware of
who and what the alumni association
is before they graduate," asserted

Stockstad.
"The Color Post (or another senior
gift) is the beginning of a commitment, or relationship," he said.

Career Planning

- Snipe hunting no,way to plan a career
LAA-kf."1- ARE

Nve

By Paul Bishop
Creeping through a dark forest,a gang of adolescent snipe hunters stalks
its prey, a prey which is nonexistent. Until these unfortunate youths catch
on to the fact that they are the brunt of a harmless prank, they will spend
the night shivering on the cold, damp forest floor
Bret Burkholder, a Career Counselor who works in the UPS Career
Development Center, compared people who begin a job search prior to self
assessment to these unknowing, unfortunate youths.
"It's like people going out on a snipe hunt when they don't know what a
snipe is," he said.
"The bottom line in career planning is what you know about yourself,"
asserted Burkholder. "It's always self-assessment."
Burkholder said that the career planning process is analogous to a
pyramid, and self-assessment is the foundation of the pyramid.
The steps following self-assessment include career exploration, information gathering, networking, solicitation, and interviewing. Each of these

INTERVIEWIN
SOLICITATION

steps will be explored in upcoming issues.
An analysis of interests, skills and ability-self-assessment-act as a foundation as well as a perimeter.
"Interest is first in my mind when conducting self-assessment,"
Burkholder said. "You can get to interests via several roads. The most evi-

NETWORKING

dent one is time-people don't do things they don't like."

INFORMATION
GATHERING

Self-assessment includes looking back on accom.

CAREER EXPLORATION
SELF•ASSESSMENT

P

I

plishments and achievements
"The key is not to value judge at this stage, but to do some self

brainstorming," said Burkholder.
He also presented several formal ways of self-assessment: the Dictionary
of Occupational Titles and the Quick Job Hunting Map. These resources
survey interests in terms of differing issues, function, and temperament. The
results are then matched with work groups and job titles.
These surveys generate possibilities and allow one to make the move
from the self-assessment stage to the next stage, career exploration.

This is the first in a series of articles on career planning which will be
printed in the first issue of each month.
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Washington Post

Veteran journalist brings experience toC&TA
By Melisse Swartwood
Ben Gilbert is well-qualified to
assess the impact of media on our
society, which is what he discusses in
his C & TA seminar class, "Society
and the News Media." Gilbert was a
journalist for 32 years, 29 of which he
spent working for the Washington
Post.
During Gilbert's tenure with the
Post (1941-1970), he witnessed and
reported upon great changes and
developments.
He watched Washington D.C. grow
from a segregated southern town to a
fully integrated city that has a black
majority, a black mayor and is one ot
the more cosmopolitan cities in our
nation. Gilbert feels fortunate that as
a newspaper man he was able to take
part in this development.
Gilbert realized he wanted to work
in newspapers while in high school.
He attended the College of the City of
New York where he got his B.S.S.
Because he graduated in the middle
of the depression, and jobs were
scarce, he went on to graduate
studies at the U of Missouri, where he
received his M.A. His studies were
concentrated on history and political
science.

"Roosevelt held two conferences per week. You
had a chance to ask him
your questions directly."

Gilbert's first job was in St. Louis as
a reporter. He was sent from there to
Washington D.C. Later he began
working for the Washington Post.
In Washington Gilbert remembers
covering President Roosevelt's press
conferences.
"It was a wonderful opportunity for
a young reporter," he said.
"Roosevelt held two conferences
per week. You had a chance to ask
him your questions directly.
Everytime you could come away with
three or four stories," he added.
During the war, Gilbert covered the
civilian war effort. He followed up on
this issue in the press conferences.
During the time of the civil rights
movements, Gilbert played the part
of an observer, reporting on the
UL
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issues, as well as becoming directly
involved.
As editor, it was Gilbert's responsibility to integrate the Washington
Post newsroom. The Post was the
first major paper to hire black
reporters, according to Gilbert.
In 1968 when Martin Luther King Jr
was assassinated, Gilbert witnessed
huge out-breaks of rioting and in collaboration with his staff, Gilbert
wrote a book on the civil rights movement.
Ten Blocks from the White
House, which can be found in the UPS
library, won a Silver Gavel award
from the Bar Association.

As editor, it was Gilbert's

responsibility to integrate
the Washington Post
newsroom.

Gilbert has seen changes in the
past, and he stresses that we are on
the threshold of great changes in the
future—especially in media.
Because of our electronic age,
Gilbert predicts that, more and more,
media will become a two-way communication process between consumer and producer. He cites TV opinion polls—where audiences dial a
number to indicate support of an
opinion—as an early forerunner to this
media-communication. The development of this process will greatly impact society. For example, banking
and elections will be greatly affected

...media will become a twoway communication process between consumer
and producer.

CALL US - WE HAVE
WHAT YOU WANT
FOR LUNCH

Gilbert urges that would-be journalists today should have a strong,
broad liberal arts background, "so
that they can understand the complicated aspects of the society they
will report on." A society that, as
Gilbert has shown, they can play an
important part in
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Pick up your copy
of thf Trail
every Thursday.
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Soundviews

Student Forum sparks opinions and complaints
By Amy Stephenson
At last week's Senate meeting a

"How does the liaison system
work?" asked Lawrence Neville
According to those polled, part of
the problem is poor liaisons, and part

proposal was made to establish a Student Forum. Like the old idea of the
House of Representatives, each living
group would be represented in a nonvoting body. Representatives would

is an imbalance in representation between greeks, on-campus independents, and off-campus

provide information to students and
relate their opinions to the Senate.
Opinions on campus about the
Forum were widely varied. Most
students agreed that the present

greek, and the independents are at a
disadvantage," said Jeff Lacey. "A lot
of the 'rift' rises from that, that
they're not equally informed."
A body composed by living groups

students.
"The Senate is predominantly

Nelson favored a vote equal to the
Senate.
"I think they'll be fairly ineffectual
without some sort of a vote and will
lack motivation to be a coalesced
body," said Martin. "If people don't
feel they have a vote they won't think
they have a significant contribution."
Corless wasn't in favor of such a
strong body.
"I think it should have power, but I
think we couldn't make it as powerful
as the Senate the first year We need a
trial system to see if it works "
"It doesn't seem like there's much
point in having it if they don't have

"I think all main groups should
be represented, and the offcampus students for sure
because there are so many of
them."
Merrill Martin

Senate doesn't represent them adequately. For example, the liaison
system is ineffectual.
"Nobody in our A-Frame knew who
our liaison was," said Rusty Whipple
"All our bulletins were old. Then the
old liaison left and is being replaced
and we don't even miss him."
"The liaison system is only as good
as each senator," said Steve Corless.
"It worked for the people who are
interested," Kathleen Kilmer said.
"Most people don't seem to care"

"The liaison system is only as
good as each senator."
Steve Corless
"I haven't been asked an opinion
on any issue," complained Merrill
Martin. "Our liaison - I haven't seen
him since he first presented himself. I
know I haven't always been available,
but I've never really been forewarned
when he's coming."

could help represent independents
better, said Corless "The people who
are intimidated by running for office
would have more chance to get involved."
"I think all main groups should be
represented, and the off-campus
students for sure because there are so
many of them," said Martin.
Lacey disagreed that off-campus
students should get representation.

some input, unless they're just there
as a *way for the Senate to better
know what's going on," said Kilmer
All agreed there was a need, if not
for a Student Forum, at least for improvement
"I think it's kind of pointless, said
Renee Ackermann "If enough people

"How does the liaison system
work?"
Lawrence Neville

took interest in the Senate and the
Senate did its job the way it was supposed to, we wouldn't need to worry

Arrne Stephenso/

'I think it's kind of pointless"
Renee L\ckermannl

group is build a litter tor Homecoming
"I think there's a need for
something to better represent our
views because RHA and Senate don't
seem to be doing a good job," said
Neville "Langlow would like to host
a Senate meeting so we can see what
goes on in the Senate."
"It (need) depends on what
perspective you're talking about",
said Kilmer "If you don't want the
student government to be a joke or ignored, it's necessary, but most people
live their lives at UPS without help
from ASUPS - though I'm sure ASUPS

"Off-campus students shouldn't have
representatives, hold a vote or a spot
on a committee. They don't live here,
they don't get that involved."

"It seems a better way to get
students' interests in touch with
the Senate."
Rusty Whipple

John Nelson felt it should be the
off-campus student's choice to get involved.
"If they're interested, they should
do it. If they're capable of doing the
job better they should be able to As
long as they talk or work around the
school, they shouldn't have to live
here."
Opinions were divided on what
kind of vote the Forum should get.
Whipple, Martin, Neville, Lacey, and

Amy Stephenson

about this House of Representatives
business. Besides, Residence Hall
Association, as I understand it, is supposed to function in the same manner. All RHA's done for our living

does things most people aren't aware
of
"It seems a better way to get
students' interest in touch with the
Senate," said Whipple.
S Departmert 01 Heaitn & Human Se, oce!

TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE.
Q: How many of the people who died of lung
cancer last year were smokers?
2 5 °/o
4 0 0/o

60%
80%

QUITTING.
IT COULD BE THE TEST OF YOUR LIFE.
%Os; ueut emu, s,ti .0

SPORTS
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Swimmers soak in
Moscow victory

Mignon t ougniir

Iwo Logger swimmers cut through the water like a knife in preparation for
their next tournament.

Last weekend the Logger men ' s swim team traveled to Moscow, Idaho to
obtain a victory of 59 - 36 over the University of Idaho. Puget Sound jumped
out to an early lead as the 400 yard medley relay team won the first event in
3:44.23 (Schrader, Winkler, Cotterell, Watson). Daryl Ehrenheim was a dou ble winner for the Loggers capturing the 100 freestyle in 10:19.35 and the
500 freestyle in 4:57.06. Coach Don Duncan felt the meet was a good show ing for UPS at this point in the season It was a good meet considering our
state of fatigue. "

Basebal

Crew to shove off

LOGGERS

fit •60

The Puget Sound crew squad is looking forward to another
I
season. After suffering through dry - land training all during the fall semester,
the crew team will venture to American Lake next week to try their skills in
the water Men and women alike are looking forward to the change.

SPORTS

Lacrosse club to toss UW
The UPS Lacrosse club is gearing up for their first league play on Feb.
15th. With coach Randall Horner organizing spring workouts, the team ex pects to do well in the Washington tourney at Univ. of Washington next
weekend. Because a large part of the team ' s schedule is on the road this
year, the UW tourney will be one of the few times UPS students will be able
to see the team in action.

The
lost to t
but wer
short o
the loss
Dirk Lar
effort tl" I felt t
recover

Mtgnon Coughlin

Senior John Hite and junior Ian Pratt practice on Todd Field.
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Men's Basketball
Saturday, February 8 UPS vs. Seattle Pacific away 7:30 p.m
Wednesday, February 12 UPS vs Central Washington University
HOME 7:30 p.m.

Women's Basketball
Friday, February 7 UPS vs. Seattle University HOME 7 . 00 p m
Saturday, February 8 UPS vs. Seattle Pacific HOME 5.15 p m

MIW Swimming
Saturday, February 8 UPS at Willamette awa‘ 2:00

p

Mignon Coughii.)

I batting practice begins with the season just around the corner

Free throws kill Loggers

N

Last night's game highlights the

By Rob Laverty
The Loggers battled their way into
overtime last night against Seattle
University only to watch it disappear,
point by point, from the Seattle U.
free-throw line

LIGHT

Although UPS outscored Seattle by
11 points in the second half to force
the game into overtime, they couldn't
seem to offset the crisp Seattle offense without creating a crippling
deficit in the "fouls" after halftime,
with four of those being given away
during the 5 minute overtime.
The Loggers scored four points during overtime with a 19-foot jumper by
Darin Gearhart and an 10-foot jumper
by Bob Ostlund. But the six points
that Seattle's Steve McNulty pumped
in from the free-throw line was
enough to defeat the Loggers 81-79.

absence of starting center Jay Brewer
from the Logger roster. Brewer,
averaging over 13 points per game,
was disqualified from league p!ay
due to academic performance.
David Valentine, a 6'9" freshman,
started in Brewer's place. Valentine
grabbed four rebounds and batted
away one of the six shots the Loggers
blocked.
Sophomore guard Bob Ostlund
turned in a sterling effort. He muscled
away 5 rebounds, and more than
doubled his per game average,
leading the team with 22 points.
Wayne Deckamn, always solid
senior forward, contributed 18 points
and 6 rebounds to the Logger cause.
The results of last night's game
place the Logger record at 14-8.

uget Sound Loggers had a rough game last Saturday night as they
e Seattle Pacific Falcons. The Loggers hit 50 percent from the floor
outplayed by the Falcons, who shot 57 percent. The Loggers fell
rebounds with a losing margin of 37 to 23. This was largely due to
of Jay Brewer who was declared academically ineligible last week.
ce scored 15 despite back problems. "We didn't have the kind of
at we needed against Seattle Pacific,"said head coach Don Zech.
at (Dirk) Lance played well for being hurt, and we hope he will
completely before we play SPU again."

\

6riar
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Hoop Board Report

Sports spotlight: Trish Armstrong

NAIA District I Women's Basketball Rankings
1 - Western Washington University
2- UNIVERSITY OF PUGET SOUND
2- Gonzaga University
4 - Central Washington University
5 - Seattle University
6 - Whitworth College
7 Seattle Pacific University
7 Simon Fraser University
Lewis and Clark University
Pacific Lutheran University
St Martin's College
-

-

10- 1
10 - 3
10 - 3
8-6
7-7
5-5
5-6
5-6
2-8
2 - 10
2- 11

14-4
16-4
14-6
11-8
8-13
10-10
11 - 11
6-12
3-17
7-12
2-17

fWomen's Basketball
In their only game last week, the Puget Sound women defeated Simon
Fraser, 67-54, at home Friday night. Center Trish Armstrong led the Lady
Loggers in scoring and rebounding for the sixth game in a row with 16 points
and 15 boards. Junior guard Wendi Tibbs contributed 15 points, 8 rebounds
and 7 assists in the winning effort

14ognon',ougnh

ir

Trish Armstrong, UPS' 6-foot-1, 140-pound center is being considered the
best center among the 11 women's basketball schools in NAIA Dist' ict 1
Armstrong is the leading scorer and rebounder for the Lady Loggers
posting its first winning season in the last four years and also has a chance
to be the best in the NAIA district Armstrong averages 179 points and 106
rebounds a game

1986 ASUPS Senate
Election Schedule

loNs
Positions Available:

Feb. 10 (8:30 am) FILING PERIOD
Feb. 14 (4:30 pm) Candidates can pick up packets from
ASUPS office in SUB 205.
Feb. 17-26

Campaigning with open forums; house
and residence hall visits, posters and
pamphlets.

Feb. 19

Press conference (location TBA)
- open to public -

Feb. 20

TRAIL endorsements released.

EXECUTIVES:
ASUPS President - student represen,itive to various all-campus commitdes, including
including Board of Trustees
He/she works with appointments and
c.ommittee seats. Paid half of tuition
for year. Any fee-paying student is
eligible to run

SENATE
Any fee-paying student is eligible
to run for one of the five open senate
positions. Spring senators serve for
one year Each senator is responsible
as a liaison with certain living groups
All senators must attend regular
weekly meetings and work on specific
campus projects.

Vice

President

responsible for the internal operation
of ASUPS. Assists on financial affairs
Helps with elections and serves on
most student committees. Paid half
of tuition for year Any fee-paying
student is eligible to run.

Special
Projects
Senate works with campus media,
programs, clubs and committees. It is
the group entrusted by the student
body with care of the annual $100 student government fee. Special projects this year included study carrel
assignments, SUB renovation, alcohol
use, outstanding faculty award, South
African divestment, and Arrive Alive.
Every year the group leads with a new
agenda of issues and concerns.

Feb. 27

1986 General Elections. Polling stations
located in SUB, tunnels, library and various
other locations.

Linda's Typewriter Rentals
611 SOUTH PROCTOR TACOMA, WASHINGTON 98405

Specializing in IBM Correcting Selectrics
by the day, week, or month.

Come in and use our complete typing facilities.
Including all supplies necessary to type your resume,
business letter, or whatever needs -typing.
Free delivery and pick-up 627-4461

ARTS
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By Mark Miller
Rather than call this list of songs
and albums "The Best of '85," I
decided a more fitting title would be
"Most of the Best of '85," since I
didn't get to listen to every album
released last year.
I did listen to a lot of them, and I
feel the songs and albums I have
listed represent the better part of the
class of '85. If you are looking to buy
some new albums, try some of these; I
think you will be pleasantly surprised.
To be eligible for the "Most of the
Best" list, the record must have been
released during 1985.
The list:
1. The Replacements, "Tim" (Sire)
The Replacements consistently
made great records in their years of
obscurity. Now, with a major label
behind them, "Tim," one of their
finest albums to date, could make
them big stars. A combination of
pop and rock elements make this
album quite possibly the best of this
year's offerings. But don't call these
guys the next E Street Band just
because they wear flannel shirts!
2 Artists United Against Apartheid
"Sun City" (Manhattan) I can't say
enough good things about this album!
"Sun City" has an all-star line-up that
lives up to its potential. From the title track to the individual contributions of U2's Bono, Peter Gabriel, and
various other collaborators, the
album's purpose rings throughout:
Stop apartheid now! The sense of
urizency is evident in every song. Proceeds from the album go to the Africa
Fund which, I trust, is registered with
the United Nations, and benefits
South African political prisoners and
their families.
3. Talking Heads "Little Creatures"
(Sire)
"Little Creatures" marks a return to
earlier stylings. In quartet form, the
'Heads have put together some of
their finest songs to date. Avant

Miller Presents: Most of the
best songs and albums of '85
garde? Well, sort of, but infectious
pop melodies would be a better
description.
Suzanne Vega "Suzanne Vega"
(A & M)
Suzanne Vega debuted last year
with a very promising album. Her
style is folk influenced, but backed
with modern instrumentals. She is
often compared to Janis Mitchel. She
deserves the praise, but has a style all
her own. If you like mellow music at
all, buy this album!
Smiths "Meat is Murder" (Sire)
Lead singer Morisey's vocals might
take some getting used to, but, like
Bob Dylan or Neil Young, he has a
distinct and powerful vocal style (a
little whiney at times though). Instrumentally, the Smiths are fantastic.
The songs are often depressing
lyrically, in contrast to the upbeat instrumentals. The Smiths already have
a huge following in England, Watch
for them to make it big in America in
the coming months.
Velvet Underground "VU"
(Mercury)
When the Velvets first arrived in
1965, they seemed quite ahead of
their time. As Andy Warhol once
said, "Only 5000 people ever bought
Velvet Underground albums, and
they all formed bands." The range of

their influence is without limits:
David Bowie, The Cars, Psychedelic
Furs, and R.E.M. are just a few of the
artists who have taken cues from the
Velvets. This album contains
unreleased tracks, many of which
were to appear on a fourth album
that never materialized. The tracks
are amazingly modern, showing off
the talents of members Lou Reed and
John Cale.
Sam Cooke "Live From the
Harlem Club" (RCA)
This album begins to show how
talented 60's soul-great Sam Cooke
really was. Such classics as "Chain
Gang" and "Twistin' the Night Away"
are among the many songs on this
album. The best word to describe
Cooke has got to be "smooth."
"Fables of The
R.E.M.
Reconstruction" (IRS)
R.E.M.'s fourth disk to date had to
bear the weight of very high expectations, having been the "critic's band"
for so many years. R.E.M. manages to
put the pressure behind them and
deliver a great album. "Fables"
speaks of America's roots, painting
vivid pictures of the heartland with
"Wendell Gee," "Driver 8," and "Life
and How to Live It."
"Virgins and
Colourfield
Philistines" (Chrysalis)

The Colourfield is Terry Hall's third
band, the first two being the Specials
and Fun Boy Three. Missing are the
ska/reggae rhythms of old, but the
new sound is just as appealing, with
nice accoustic guitar and piano accompaniments. Shifting back and
forth between mellow and upbeat,
the album maintains its quality all the
way through.
The songs are less
political than before, instead
speaking about more personal things.
As for songs of the year, here are
just a few of the ones you should try
to hear, if you get a chance. In no
particular order:
"Kiss Me on the Bus" - Replacements
"Sun City" - Artists United Against
Apartheid
"Would I Lie To You" - Eurythmics
"You'll Never Know" - Prim itons
"Preying Mantis" - Don Dixon
"Party at Ground Zero" - Fishbone
"(Don't you) Forget About Me" - Simple Minds
"Bones" - B-Side
"Penis Envy" - Uncle Bonsai
"Hold My Life" - Replacements
"Around Your Heart" - X
"Pop Life" - Prince
"Nicaragua" - Shockabilly
"Madame Butterfly" - Malcolm
Mc Laren
"Walking on Sunshine" Katrina and
the Waves
"Road to Nowhere" - Talking Heads
"(That's Why I Always) Dress in
Black"
--Blackjacks
"Shout" - Tears For Fears
"I Got You Babe" - UB40 & Chrissy
Hynde
"World Destruction" - Time Zone
"Jesus At McDonalds" - Mojo Nixon
& Skid Roper
"Best of Both Worlds" - Midnight Oil
"Sensation" - Brian Ferry
"Bastards of Young" - Replacements
"Shadows in the Rain" - Sting
"10 Wheels For Jesus" Beasts of
Bourbon
"Ugly" - Fishbone
"High Fashion" - The Family
-

Dan Reed Network to
rock ASUPS
Valentine Bash
By Michael Amend
The Dan Reed Network will be singing its heart out February 14 for the
ASUPS Dances' Valentine Bash.
DRN combines pop, jazz, rock and
funk with a slick look, excellent
vocals and 95 percent original music
to make this one of the hottest groups
in the Northwest.
"This is one show you won't want
to miss," said UPS student Ann
Halvarson, who recently saw them in
Portland.
Dan Reed, a 23-year old native of
Portland with roots in Hawaii, has
been described as "Mikhail
Baryshnikov meets Bruce Lee." He is
competent in mime and jazz dance
and holds a first degree black belt in
karate.

A Valentine's Day double feature opens at $ pm Friday, FotwmtrY 14 with
Danny Deardorff in Kilworth Chapel, followed at 9:30 by the hot sounds of Dan
Reed Network in the SUB. Tickets for both events are avenaisie at the Info
Booth for $5 single, $10 couple. Tickets for the SUB dance only are $3 per person, $5 per couple in advance; $4 each at the door.

"I usually write lyrics while
driving," said Reed. "When I get the
feeling, I just hop into my pickup and
drive."
Reed writes most of the songs for
the group, but said, "my fort g is performing."

"The music is very danceable and
we present a highly original image "
There are f;%,e members in the
band, including Reed, plus a large
light and sound crew and at least one
make-up artist.
The dance is next Friday night starting at 9:30 pm in the Great Hall. Advance admission is three dollars for
one and five dollars a couple. Tickets
at the door are four dollars each.
The recommended dress is semiformal.
"Since it's a speci?.! evening, Valentine's, we thought people would like
to get dressed up, but there is no
'dress code' per se," said Lisa
Chambers, Dance Committee
chairperson,Students Against Multiple
Sclerosis will present the "Rock Alike
Walk" contestant parade. One dollar
votes will be cast for the contestants
to raise money for SAMS.
Whether you want to hear some
original dance tunes, to watch a great
show, or to raise money to fight multiple sclerosis (or all three), the SUB is
the place to be on the evening of
February 14.
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Film highlights

Crazy Gods, Winter Lion
and Captured Thief slated
for UPS movie debut
By Mary Simpson

Imagine yourself in an experimental chamber where your thoughts can
be displayed on a giant movie screen.
In this state of mind, visualize scenes
from Wild Kingdom, Mission Impossi-

ble, Out of Africa, a National
Geographic Special, with a bit of Indiana Jones and Charlie Chaplin
thrown in.
The creation in your imagination
would have to be somewhat like The

Gods Must Be Crazy.

Karmel Wallgren, Rachel Coloff and Kurt Graupensberger in "The Golden
Lion"

Opera company to
loose 'Golden Lion'
Opera buffs listen up! The UPS
Opera Company is presenting, this
weekend, The Golden Lion, an opera
composed by UW Professor Gerald
Kechley and his free-lance
writer/brother Elwyn.
Against a sixth century Byzantine
backdrop, Emperor Theophilus (Kurt
Graupensperger) is in the market for
an empress. The plot revolves around
the antics of several candidates, including Theodora (Rachel Coloff) and
Casia (Karmel Wallgren).
Casia loses out and subsequently

becomes a hymnodist—she writes
hymns! Kechley uses actual Greek
Orthodox hymns in the opera.

The Golden Lion is directed by UPS
Professor Thomas Goleeke and stage
directed by UW PhD candidate
Theodore Deacon.
Performances are Friday and Saturday evenings at 8:00 in Jacobsen
Recital Hall, with a reception following on Friday night.
Admission is
$3.00.
For more information call
756-3523.

Fish flying in
Student Gallery
By Wendy Culverwell
Since the student art show in Kittredge 210 doesn't have a name, I am
going to call it the "My Roommates"
show, because two of my ex's have in'waded the student gallery.
The gallery is displaying a number
of self-portraits and still lifes in oil by
art majors, and with interesting
results.
For one, Leah Overman's portrait
of a young woman bears a
remarkable resemblence to a
housemate I haven't seen in years.
On the other side, last year's roomy
Laura Bastin, art major and Kittredge
attendant, has a self-portrait entitled
Kilroy Was Here. Kilroy, in case you
are interested, was a nickname for the
guy who used to live on top of the
ASUPS Tattler. They killed him last
fall.
Other works of interest are:
Cathy Crowson's Artists Landscape.
Crowson makes good use of color
and lines that demands close inspection.

Yolanda Floor's Composition with
I should let the title
speak for itself, but the flying fish
caught my eye. Flying fish have been
making sporadic apppearances in Kittredge all year—first in Marc Chagall's
"Odyssey" series and later in Ron
Mills' "Fierce From Fear" exhibit.
I wonder if the trend has any relationship with plant department overwatering?
David Douglas Inglis' The Space
Between is another oil that defies interpretation. His concrete objects
never clear up enough to make any
positive identification, so figuring out
what the space is between is up to
you. If you say "your ears," you are
not being very original.
This is by no means a complete
listing and, because words can never
describe art, you will have to go see it
for yourself.
"Exploring Microspace" is still on
display in the main gallery. The next
show, "Tacoma Weavers Guild and
Afro-American Quiltmakers," will
have its opening reception on
February 23, from 2 to 4 pm.

Upon seeing the movie, a first reaction would be one of disbelief that
something of this sort could ever
have reached the syndicate of movie
theatres and been popular with a
wide range of people.
A second reaction involves the
viewer by simple absorption into the
plot. The culmination of the story
leaves satisfying feelings that the
director has created something
marvelous...strange, but marvelous.
The strangeness, in part, comes
from the abundant filming flows.
Although abundant, the over-all effect is light-humored and rather comforting to one's social conscious.
This film's subject qualifies it for
the 'Juxtaposition' theme in the
Honors film series. Culture conflict is
the underlying theme in each scene.
The key to the film's popularity involves the humor. Situation and clutzy comedy provide the light side of
the story.
Jayme Uys created, wrote, produced and directed this film, and even
operated some of the cameras. His influence shows in this, his first feature
film after his many documentaries.
The movie retains a flavor from his
previous productions but the amusing
situations combat the dry style.
Come see this movie in McIntyre
006, this Thursday. Free, from the
Honors Program.

This week Campus Films presents
the outstanding Lion in Winter.
If Katharine Hepburn wasn't a
priority in last weekend's movies,
she's back in the drama of English
royalty at their best. The film rivals
Dynasty, but is better because it is
history.
Peter O'Toole also stars as a man
bred to lead the kingdom. History
may seem boring when studied, but
when seen with these skillful actors
and actresses, it takes on a whole new
meaning.
The relationships among the royalty take on a piquant and lively twist,
as Henry I of England and Eleanor of
Aquitaine control the country. The
three sons of Henry are the focus of
many sub-plots.
For entertainment that rivals the
episodes of the current soap operas,
revert back to history. Friday through
Sunday, at 6, 8:30 and 11. No late
show Sunday.
To Catch a Thief is this weekend's
matinee show. See a Hitchcock
thriller with Grace Kelly and Cary
Grant, showing on Saturday and Sunday at 2 pm. Admission is $1 with an
ASB card, $2 without.

Flying Fish.

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
Not just for Spanish majors only, but for everyone: beginners, "in between"
students, and advanced. Put some excitement into your college career!!
BEGINNER OR ADVANCED- Cost is about the
same as a semester in a U S. college $3.670.
Price includes let round trip to Seville from
New York, room, board, and tuition complete Government grants and loans may be
applied towards our programs
F.9

Hurry, it takes a lot of time to make all

College yOu attend

ar-

rangements.
SPRING SEMESTER — Jan. 30 - May 29
FALL SEMESTER — Aug. 29- Dec. 19
each year
FULLY ACCREDITED — A Program of Trinity
Christian College.

yOur name

your OreSent Street address

cIy

Live with a Spanish family, attend classes
four hours a day, four days a week, four
months. Earn 16 hrs, of credit (equivalent to 4
semesters taught in U.S. colleges over a two
year time span). Your Spanish studies will be
enhanced by opportunitieb not available in a
U.S. classroom. Standardized tests show our
students' language skills superior to students
completing two year programs in U.S.
Advanced courses also.

state

np

For full information — send coupon 10:
If you would like Information on future programs give

SEMESTER IN SPAIN

permanent address below

yOur permanent street address

cay

Slate

2065 Laraway Lake Drive S.E. F-9
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506
(A Program of Trinity Christian College)
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Mother Goose "Rhymes" debuted
By Amy Stephenson
"I love brass!"
"I thought it was really good."
"I liked the first half, anyway "
"It was very good, very original I
enjoyed it very much."
Comments like these echoed
through the lounge of Kilworth
Chapel following Friday's Puget
Sound Brass Quintet performance.
The first half of the program
featured works by Anthony Holborne,
Ludwig Maurer, and Verne Reynolds.
The "interesting" part of the program came after a brief intermission
The transition from baroque to contemporary was played flawlessly by
the Quintet for an almost full house.
The group debuted "Rhymes," an
original work based on "The Mother
Goose Rhymes" by UPS professor
Lawrence Ebert
"Rhymes" is made up of seven
movements, four of which featured

On Campus...
"A Thousand Miles Up
the Nile: from Chefren to
Cleopatra." Erika Michaels
presents a slide show of
her travels on the Nile in
Kittredge 111, Thursday
night. 7 DM Free

Maya Angelou, Black
History Month lecturer
Thursday night, 8:00 in the
Fieldhouse. $3.00 with ID.
"The Golden Lion"
presented by the UPS
Opera Company. Friday
and Saturday evenings at 8
pm in Jacobsen Recital
Hall. $3.00 at Inside
Theatre Box Office.

"The Lion in Winter"
Campus films. Friday and
Saturday 6, 8:30, 11:00;
Sunday 6, 8:30. Matinee:
"To Catch a Thief,"Saturday and Sunday at 2:00.
$1.00 with ID. Highly
recommended!
"Exploring Microspace"
exhibit still on display in
Kittredge Gallery.

WANTED

soloist Thomas Goleeke and pianist
Nancy O'Doan, both members of the
UPS music faculty. The remaining
three movements were performed by
the Quintet alone.
Contemporary music, with its unorthodox use of dissonance and syncopation, may not be everyone's
forte. Ebert's composition met with
mixed audience reactions, ranging
from "absolutely great" to "really
weird."
Goleeke's intense performance added a certain melodrama to the
nursery rhymes.
Friday's concert featured excellent
musicianship. Members of the
Quintet are Richard Reed, French
Horn, Richard Warner and Charles
Butler on trumpets, Stephen Fissel,
trombone, and Philip Brink, bass
trombone.
If the opening concert of the
Jacobsen series is any indication, we
can look forward to a fine season.

Around Town...
At the Bijou...TCC
begins its International
Film Festival fegruary 6 at
7 pm with "Paris, Texas."
$3.00 at the door.

Help Woodsy
spread
the word.

HUNGRY STUDENTS
order any 12" one item piya on Feb. 11th12th between 9:00 p.m. - 1:08 am. for

only $4.88!

. kiNie

7-- ---:'
Fish are your friends.
Don't throw trash in their home.

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.
Forest Service, U.S. D. A .

752-9653

Leave a
clean trail.

* Free Coca-Cola
* Guaranteed 30 minute delivery
Domino's

HIM

Hunger Specialists

Limited delivery area
participating store only
2802 N. Stevens.
Woodsy Owl says
Only Nature Should Paint Rocks!

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.
U.S.D.A.

OPINION
Catch a clue UW

Divestment right
move for Trustees
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Damaged Goods
Scott Bateman
1-ke-(

(:)

University of Washington regents decided last week to maintain its
holding in companies doing business in South Africa. UW has $9.3 million
invested in South African-connected companies.
UPS's own board of trustees will meet next week on-campus next Thursday and Friday. The agenda includes a student Senate resolution introduced at their October meeting by ASUPS President Mike Brown and
Finance Committee member Dan Holsenback. The resolution calls for total
divestment of the $1 5 million UPS has invested in companies doing
business in South Africa
The UW regents found support of apartheid acceptable. This newspaper
and, we believe, UPS students do not find this acceptable.
The regents argued their case by stating that all of UW's investments in
South Africa follow the Sullivan Principle - an argument the UPS administration uses to justify our continued investment in IBM, Ford, and Citicorp,
The adoption of the Sullivan Principle by most American Companies
several years ago has produced no observed positive effects or ameliorations of apartheid As we are all painfully aware, the situation in South
Africa has only gotten worse
Sullivan does not even advocate his own principles. He is calling for total
divestment from South Africa.
Some may argue for divestment because the recent upheaval in South
Africa has made it a risky investment. But the UW regents argued that
South Africa is a good investment.
Any argument based on profits and balance sheets is a cop-out. A decision should be based on what is right, not on a stock broker's assessment.
A university, besides educating people for a lifetime, should advocate the
betterment of human conditions.
Divestiture of UPS stocks is a purely symbolic gesture, One and a half
million dollars will not have an impact on South Africa.
But, as any English literature major can tell you, symbolism is as important as concrete action.
And if UPS and other universities (catch a clue UW) combine their efforts,
perhaps we can have a direct impact on apartheid.
Impact or not, UPS cannot continue to support apartheid by having investments in companies doing business in South Africa. Our primary concern must be, what is right, not what is profitable.
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By Michael Amend
Did you notice we started class on a Tuesday this semester? I was puzzled
by this occurrence.
Was something wrong with Monday?
Is it good luck to start school on Tuesday?
Did Phil and Gwen need to go to the mall?
No, it was Martin Luther King Jr 's birthday•
What? UPS taking a holiday? The school known throughout the western
vorld not to celebrate any recognized holidays? (It makes a Jehovah
Witness look like a party animal.)
Let's see, which holidays does UPS observe? Thanksgiving, of course
Labor Day, but that is because they need an extra day for Orientation.
We get Christmas and New Year's, because it is semester break and Easter is
onS:Anday.
We do not get Veteran's Day, President's Day, Good Friday, Hanukkah, Yom
Kippur, May Day, Valentine's or Halloween. We do not even get Peter Puget
Day
Yet we observe King's birthday
Why?
It cannot be based on the importance of the figure celebrated. George
Washinton and Abraham Lincoln, at least in my book, outrank Martin Luther
King.
Our veterans deserve a holiday as much as those that fought for civil rights.
So, why did we have King's birthday off?
Could it be a strictly political move by a WASP university?
Are we trying to be responsive to a community (blacks) that is virtually
nonexistent on-campus?
Are we trying to pretend we are a racially and ethnically diverse institution
when we are not?
Yes! Yes! Yes!
Do not mistake my motives. I have no qualms with Martin Luther King Jr.'s
birthday being a holiday. He was a great man who made tremendous strides in
bringing America closer to the ideals upon which it was founded.
It just seems strange to me that we celebrate King's birthday while neglecting the birthdays of two of the greatest men in American history—Washington
and Lincoln.
The university's motives seem clear—it is trying to be something it is not.
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Letters to the Editor

Who needs Wallace Pool
when we have A/L quad

SAE president
defends free beer
I would like to use this opportunity
to acknowledge comments recorded
in the Senate report in the January 30
Trail The men of Sigma Alpha Epsilon would like to set the record
straight with regards to the time conflict between our all-campus party
and the ASUPS dance on January
25th
Our party was planned before we
had any knowledge of the ASUPS
dance Once we did learn of the
dance, we felt it was too late to
cancel our party and saw no reason
why two social events could not be
well-attended on campus on the same
evening We would like to apologize
for any problems caused by our party
Please bear in mind that the entire
greek system is under pressure to
sponsor activities that encourage
greek-independent interaction Our
all-campus party was one activity
that we hoped would promote such
worthwhile interaction

could say that the biology department is conducting an experiment in-

By Tracey juran

It is untrue (and unkind) to say that
all the greek houses have to offer is
free beer. The music, the hosting
organization, and the entirely different atmosphere are several of
many reasons to choose to attend
such a party
I felt that our chapter was quite
gracious in trying to announce that
the dance was going on in the SUB
during our party It is frustrating to
be publically criticized by individuals
who would not even take the respon-

Although the problem is not as
severe (or as ludicrous) as it has
sometimes been in the past, the quesHELL DOES THE PLANT DEPARTMENT WATER THE GRASS WHEN

into oblivion?
Unfortunate freshmen are only be-

IT'S RAINING?
Many complaints and questions
can be raised in regard to Plant, but
this one has to be the most puzzling.
Do they believe that grass grows
better with its roots always at least an

ing needlessly confused as to which
direction to hold an umbrella And
contrary to popular belief, shoes dc
come in other colors besides mud
brown
Perhaps the Plant employees

If they have as little faith in their
program as they demonstrated to us,
it is no surprise that the attendence at

./
,

the ASUPS dance was less than they
desired
Only a few hundred people were at
our party Perhaps the question to
ask is, "Where were the other 2000
students?'
Tim Beals
SAE President

.1

inch under water?
Maybe the pipes will rust if water is
not constantly running through them
Perhaps there is a university rule
that says the original status of the
campus land must be preserved (it
was once a swamp).

After a great deal of thought,

ly relinquished himself to one

Whatever the reason, one can only

semester of only three units Unless,

feel sorry for the tour guides who
have to explain the phenomenon to
visiting prospective students. (It can

have twenty or more hours of class
But the maximum allowed is four
units, or five if a student has previous-

cement that composes the sidewalk
goes. What will we do if the entire
Harry S Brown family one day sinks

tion must still be posed: WHY THE

have come to the conclusion that our
school's system of crediting classes
by the "unit" measure is ridiculous,
giving students neither the freedom
nor the recognition they deserve.

unfairly assessed the work of
students
For example, a student taking an
entry level, three hour a week course
such as English 101 is currently
receiving one unit the exact
equivalent of the credit assessed to
the student taking University
Physics, which meets four times a
week, not to mention the accompanying three hour lab
The problem does not end at
University Physics, either One could
easily fit many chemistry classes,
complete with labs in the same
category, as well as several biology
and education courses
Furthermore, the unit system is
stifling students freedom in the area
of class loads At most major universities 12 credit hours is considered a
full load, but students frequently take
twenty or more if they so desire. If a
class met three to four times a week,
it would be necessary for a student to
take five to seven units here at UPS to

dy.
One can only wonder how deep the

sibility upon themselves to make the
announcement at our party

Unit system unfair for
science student

The unit system does indeed
simplify matters, but too long has it

volving new breeds of rice that
necessitated a campus-wide rice pad-

of course you don't mind paying
more; how does over $500 more
sound?
Very convenient for the University,
but hardly a virtue most small, self-

get to be a tad embarrassing when a
tour guide must scream after a quick-

proclaimed student oriented liberal
arts universities would boast
Students should have more control
over the work load they are allowed
to take; the decision should not be in
the hands of the school.
So stand some of the arguments
against the unit system. I am not implying that low level or three day a
week courses do not perform a function or have their place; they are important indeed.
However, one can not seriously
consider the work load of some
courses to compare to those I have
listed above. Essential indeed, and
required, many, but many are not at
the same level of difficulty as many
of the other courses this university offers.
The ASUPS Senate will be
researching this issue in the future,
and hopefully we will soon see the
day when students receive credit
where credit is due. I encourage
students to speak with their professors on this issue and demonstrate
their concern.

the grass!")
At one point, I decided that they

Ted Buck
ASUPS Senate Chairman

Editorial Policy
The Trail welcomes expressions of all viewpoints from readers. Letters
should be kept as brief as possible and are subject to editing and condensation. They must be signed by the writer. Initials and pseudonyms will not be
used. Names will be withheld from print at the writer's request.
Letters to the editor do not represent the views or policies of the Trail or
the University of Puget Sound. Signed editorials represent only the opinion
of the author. Unsigned editorials represent the views of the editorial staff of
the Trail.
The Trail editorial staff desires to provide the campus community with
journalism in the most accurate and objective form. Consistent with this
desire we welcome any corrections of factual error sighted within our pages.
Please mail all correspondence to the Trail, 1500 N. Warner, Tacoma, WA
98416. Deadline for correspondance is Monday noon.

ly disappearing visitor, "No! Not on

.•1

'we

themselves do not know why they
continually commit the insidious act
of falsely encouraging the grass to try
to produce water lily blossoms.
Could it be that the Plant Department has struck a deal with the
Tacoma Water Department that involves using as much water as possible as part of the overall effort to find
another excuse to raise our tuition?
No matter what the cause for this
inexcusable behavior, it must be stopped. The unsuspecting little grass
blades should be given a chance to
someday know where they truly
belong - in dirt, not in water

It's unbelievable how
some people collect
firewood.
They saw down signs.
Hatchet trees. Even hack apart
picnic tables.
And tragically, repeated
vandalism has forced many
areas to be closed permanently.
What will it take to keep our
respect for our national forests
from going up in smoke?
Simple determination.
A commitment to ourselves
to isolate the few who come to
abuse the forests.
And a commitment to our
young people to help them
appreciate the forest for what
it really is. A priceless and
unparalleled gift.
At the Forest Service, we
believe that miracles can
take root. When people
care enough.

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.
Forest Servico
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Senate's democratic ideals are lacking
By Michael Amend
The Senate decided Tuesday night
to allow ASUPS President Mike
Brown to nominate a replacement for
the seat vacated by Mark Holden (he
went to England). The appointment
would last through Holden's term
which ends in October.
Brown's nomination would require
a three-fourths vote in favor by the

child

Senate to make the appointment official.
The problem was that when the
constitution was approved by the
students last spring, the provision for
filling a vacant Senate seat was left
out—oops!
So partially basing their actions on
the previous constitution, the Senate
gave the president the authority to
nominate a new senator.
Lorelee Parker received the

laws

Bs Wendy Culverwell
he Seattle Times recently endorsed a bill that would make it illegal for
Youngsters under the age of 16 to be
in "public places" between midnight
and 5 am
Some lawmakers would have a law
banning child abuse. Sounds great'
Make the opportunity cost — prison,
fines, etc. — of beating, molesting, or
otherwise harming young children too
great for the average molestor to pay
Alas, the bill would also ban that ageold form of punishing children, spanking.
These bills may not seem to have
much in common at first glance. They
do, however, have one common ingredient: they both take away the right
of parents to raise their children as
they see fit. I am all for punishing
child molestors, but if a parent thinks
a swat on the derriere is appropriate,
then the government has no business
stepping in and interrupting
The curfew bill is designed to aid
parents and law enforcement officers
in keeping tabs on youngsters, and as
a by-product, possibly keep them out
of the clutches of those people out to
corrupt youth.
Do these legislators, eager to get
their names on laws, honestly believe
that making something illegal will
eliminate the problem? That outlawing every way people come up with to
misbehave themselves is going to
make things all cheery and right
again?

Happy Trail

reduce

Let us as citizens hope that they do
not Let us hope that attempts to get
names in papers, only to be forgotten
a few months down the road, are not
a reflection of their intellectual sentiments.
Unfortunately, this is only wishful
thinking. Proposed laws like these are

has only continued to erode individual rights in areas New Deal
Democrats never dreamed of. child
rearing and sexual expression, to
name a few.
What so many people are forgetting is that men should be involved in
the affairs of government, not the
government involved in the affairs of
men!
It would be easy to categorize all
this under the "growing conservatism
in America" label but the problem
goes beyond that
Americans are placidly sitting back
and allowing our government to
erode the rights our forefathers

Continued from page 3

rapidly gaining support across the nation, and all in the name of public
good
Another bill in front of the
Washington State legislature would
effectively destroy all rights
homosexuals have gained. The bill
would actually legalize discrimination on the basis of sexual preference
Since the Depression, the government has felt a moral obligation to
promote social welfare, even if it
means sacrificing the cause of the individual_
Despite what right-wingers may
say, the recent rise of conservatism

30 Min.

nomination.
These three should be lauded for
their desire to have the will of the
people heard.
The 12 who voted for the motion
should reexamine their democratic
principles.
It is not necessarily bad to appoint
someone to fill a vacant seat—it might
be better than a special election.
But being so close to an election, it
seems obvious and easy to use this
most democratic of institutions.

rights

citizens'

HOT

Delivery

to you,

Senate's approval.
An excellent
choice, I must admit.
But the choice should have been
made by the student electorate.
There is a general election in three
weeks. There is no reason why the
position could not have been filled
during the election.
Two senators, Jeff Myers and Paul
Lower, and Faculty representative
Rob Beezer voted against the motion
allowing the president to make a

nightlife and weekend entertainment.
With Canada three hours away, Seattle, the Northwest Cultural Center,
and Tacoma making its own beginning in culture, the location of the UPS
campus stands out.
"UPS' quality of life was definitely
underrated," says Mills. "For example, the safety and security of a campus is an important issue. Our security system does a very good job of
controlling the off-campus infiltration."
Along with UPS, three other
Washington colleges and universities
were selected for the guide.
Evergreen State College ranked even
with UPS while Whitman College and

fought so hard for The issue here is
not where children should be between midnight and Sam, or whether
parents should be allowed to choose
how they punish their children, but
why is the government stepping in the
private affairs of individuals and taking responsibility that belongs tothem
from them?
The extent to which all Americans
enjoy life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness is what makes this country
the leader of the free world Do not
give that up to someone, especially
The Seattle Times, who wants to tell
you how to raise your children

the University of Washington gained
fours
Institutions receiving a five-star
rating included Ivy League schools
such as Harvard, Stanford and the
Universities of California at Berkele,
and Los Angeles.
"One of the reasons we haven't
been in the guide before is because
we have been working on improving
our departments," says Mills. "Now
UPS is hot and people are looking at
us.
"Some universities just want tc
look good — promoting a facade. But
when people find out that there is no
substance, what can the university
do? At UPS, the program was to
upgrade our departments, make sure
we are doing our best for the students
and then get the word out."
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10 Min.
Takeout

))))))11111111EXPRESS

Real Mexican Food is Now Just a Phone Call Away — 752-6655

J P

CALL FOR FULL MENU

OPEN
4 pm-Mid SUN-THURS
4 pm-1 am FRI-SAT

752-6655

FREE HOME DELIVERY — 7 DAYS A WEEK

I.
until
we meet again...

LIMITED
DELIVERY
AREA
NM,

1 POUND OUTRAGEOUS

BURRITO MEAL
YOUR CHOICE OF BEEF, PORK,

CHICKEN OR GROUND BEEF
cERVFD MTH HOMEMAITE RF FRIEL) PEA'
,PANISH RICE TORTILLA CHIP'
, ONAF MAE,f

PLUS A FREE PEPSI

5.85
PLUS TAX

FOR lc MORE RECEIVE A SOFT TACO DINNER

Reg

$3

WARNING!
These are full meals

PLUS

PLUS

Free Chips & Salsa Free Pepsi

PLUS
Free Delivery

